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Advanced multimedia applications are facing many challenges such as the dependency on
continuous network connections, data sharing applications and collaboration, and security.
These problems must be carefully investigated before wireless and mobile communications
can become the next big thing. Thus, currently, the communication research area is being
closely connected with security issues such as wireless and mobile security, wireless traffic
monitoring, wireless attack system, and so on. The goal of BInformation and Communication
Security in Multimedia Application^ is to report on cutting-edge research achievements
covering those aspects of advanced information communication that are distinctively different
from communication networks in general. This special issue consists of 27 papers, which are
briefly described as follows.

InBEvaluateMobileVideoQuality inHybridSpatial andTemporalDomain^ (10.1007/s11042-
015-2992-8), authors propose a new hybrid spatial and temporal distortion metric for evaluating
video streaming quality with variable spatio-temporal resolution. The key idea is to project video
sequence into feature domain and calculate the distortion of content information from the projected
principal component matrix and its eigenvectors.

The paper named BImproved preimage attacks on hash modes of 8-round AES-256^
(10.1007/s11042-015-2769-0) studies the slow diffusion of the AES key schedule for 256-
bit keys to find some weakness which can be used in the meet-in-the-middle preimage attack.
Then, authors show a preimage attack on Davies-Meyer mode with 8-round AES-256.

The paper BDesign of USIM-based Secure User Authentication Scheme in a Mobile Office
Environment^ (10.1007/s11042-015-2869-x) proposes scheme uses the USIM to securely
share secret information for authentication between the mobile user and the server, and the
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mobile device can perform re-authentication to the server through the re-authentication phase
in the event of handover.

The paper BApplication of sensor network system to prevent suicide from the bridge^
(10.1007/s11042-015-3134-z) analyzed the pilot system’s performance of past 1 year and
presented the following results. First, rescued people who attempted to suicide have increased
in relation of the sensor system and it’s determined to be verified based on early discovery and
prompt action of rescue operation. Second, after a pilot test for 1 year, surveillance cameras
installed at blind spots have contributed to improve the effectiveness of the security system.

The paper entitled BA conceptual Device-Rank based Resource Sharing and Collaboration
of smart Things^ (10.1007/s11042-015-2830-z) shows a Device-Rank for the augmenting
collaboration of things is a technology used to rate IoT things based on diverse elements such
as the frequency with many users features, such that the resultant information can be used by a
cloud-based platform or device itself to calculate the Device-Rank information.

The paper BIoT as a Applications: Cloud-based Building Management Systems for the
Internet of Things^ (10.1007/s11042-015-2785-0) explores a smart building on IoT and cloud-
based technology that can perform collaboration and efficient operation with various sensing
devices in building and facilities. The proposed system selects an optimum device feature
subset from the computing resources and storages by our cloud-based building management
system.

The BEnhancing Industrial Security Management System for Multimedia Environment^
(10.1007/s11042-015-2868-y) analyzes the differentiation from the existing certification
system and improves evaluation items by applying the industrial security management
system standard and its details in the aspect of multimedia environment.

In the paper BAbnormal Event Detection in Crowded Scenes Based on Deep Learning^
(10.1007/s11042-016-3316-3), authors propose to use the deep learning technique for
abnormal event detection by extracting spatiotemporal features from video sequences.

The paper BThe Protocol Design and New Approach for SCADA Security Enhancement
during Sensors Broadcasting System^ (10.1007/s11042-015-3050-2) follows the concept of
unbalance system of DNP3 protocol; the main controller is authorized to initiate the
transmission and transmits message to connected nodes in SCADA system. Using the
phenomena of unbalance system, a new security development has been made for
SCADA/DNP3 broadcasting system.

The BEarly Width Estimation of fragmented JPEG with corrupted Header^ (10.1007
/s11042-015-2900-2) introduces the detection of width and height of an image from the
JPEG stream is improved with less assumptions than previous papers. In this paper, the
width is extracted from the quantized AC values that reduce the assumptions to just Human
table.

The BA Fast ARX Model-based Image Encryption Scheme^ (10.1007/s11042-016-3274-9)
studies a novel ARX model-based image encryption scheme that uses addition, rotation, and
XOR as its confusion and diffusion mechanism instead of S-Box and permutation as in SP
networks. The confusion property of the proposed scheme is satisfied by rotation and XOR
with chaotic sequences generated from two logistic maps.

The BLocation-oriented multiplexing transmission for capillary machine-to-machine systems^
(10.1007/s11042-015-2833-9) presents a LOTstrategy for use with a capillaryM2M system based
on a millimeter wave (mmWave) WPAN. Omni-directional or directional antennas are used
depending on the multicast groups and the data rate that is achievable in order to maximize the
normalized throughput.
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The paper BData investigation based on XFS file system metadata^ (10.1007/s11042-015-
2713-3) analyzes the XFS file system using its structure and metadata information; then,
authors propose a technique to recover the deleted files through previous analysis results, and
verify it through testing.

The paper BNetwork Protocol Fuzz-testing for Information Systems and Applications: A
Survey and Taxonomy^ (10.1007/s11042-015-2763-6) examines network protocol fuzz
testing. Authors identified several studies on network protocol fuzzing. Authors primarily
review the approaches of five studies and the targets and protocol layers they fuzz. Then, they
develop criteria to compare these approaches in detail.

In the article entitled BEvaluating the Significance of Error Checksums for Wireless Video
Streaming^ (10.1007/s11042-015-2636-z), authors have proposed the idea of discriminating
classified video streaming calls from the data packeting over IEEE WLAN through bit
demarcation in network packet headers.

The paper BContext-Aware Recommendation Model based on Mobile Application Analysis
Platform^ (10.1007/s11042-015-3146-8) suggested a context-aware recommendation model to
recommendmobile applications or contents by recognizing users’ context data. Amodel proposed
in this study has a flexible structurewhich can be selectively used depending on user circumstances
and performs usability patterns of the applications based on the collaborative filtering method.

The purpose of BInformation Security Research Classification for Future Multimedia
Environment^ (10.1007/s11042-015-2638-x) is to design a classification system in the area of IS
to solve such problem and seek balanced advancement, as well as examine the trend of IS
researches that have been conducted.

The paper BResearch on Android Malware Permission Pattern Using Permission
Monitoring System^ (10.1007/s11042-016-3273-x) investigates the permissions requested
by Android applications, and the possibility of identifying suspicious applications based
only on information presented to the user before an application is downloaded. The method
is evaluated based on its ability to recognize malicious potential in the analyzed applications.

The BFaster Elliptic CurveArithmetic for Triple-Base Chain byReordering Sequences of Field
Operations^ (10.1007/s11042-016-3272-y) explores an algorithm to produce the Triple-base
chain that optimizes the time used for computing an elliptic curve cryptosystem. Triple-base
Chain is a scalar multiplication algorithm, which represents an integer k using three bases {2,3,5}.

The BHardware-Assisted CredentialManagement Scheme for Preventing Private DataAnalysis
from Cloning Attack^ (10.1007/s11042-016-3271-z) analyzes the vulnerability of some major
mobile SNS apps to credential duplication that would enable access to personal information. To
address the identified weaknesses, authors propose a secure credential management scheme.

The paper entitled BCross-Layer Quality Enhancement Scheme for Video Transmission over
Multi-hop Wireless Networks^ (10.1007/s11042-015-2720-4) introduces a cross-layer mecha-
nism for improving the video transmission quality in multi-hop wireless networks. The proposed
scheme considers both the video frame type and the output interface queue length at the
intermediate nodes while determining the drop probability during the packet forwarding process.

The paper BA Novel Magic LSB Substitution Method (M-LSB-SM) using Multi-Level
Encryption and Achromatic Component of an Image^ (10.1007/s11042-015-2671-9)
investigates a method based on the achromatic component (I-plane) of the hue-saturation-
intensity (HSI) color model and multi-level encryption (MLE) in the spatial domain.

The paper BA Greedy Steganographic SMVQ Approach of Greedy-USBIRDS Using
Secret Bits for Image-Block Repairing Based on Differences^ (10.1007/s11042-015-2761-8)
studies the idea of using secret bits to repair SMVQ-compressed images. The idea can be
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viewed as the optimization problem of Using Secret Bits for Image-block Repairing based on
differences under SMVQ (USBIRDS).

The paper BCollusion Attack-Resistant Watermarking Scheme using Correlation Peak
Position Modulation^ (10.1007/s11042-014-2233-6) proposes a new digital watermarking
algorithm that hides specific information related to content users. The proposed algorithm
uses a correlation peak position modulation (CPPM) to ensure robustness and sufficient
capacity, and this is modulated by user information.

The BCollaborative Privacy Framework for Minimizing Privacy Risks in an IPTV Social
Recommender Service^ (10.1007/s11042-014-2271-0) introduces ongoing work on building a
collaborative privacy framework for preserving users’ profile privacy in a social recommender
service. Authors presented a novel two stage concealment process that offers to the users a
complete privacy control over their ratings profiles.

The paper BAn Artistic Photographic Collage on a Mobile Device^ (10.1007/s11042-014-
2316-4) presents a method for applying David Hockney’s photographic collage filtering on
mobile devices by using several well-known computer graphics and image processing tech-
niques. This process involves taking a sequence of images and extracting feature points and
using these feature points to deform an image.

The paper BA Study of User Relationship in Smartphone Forensics^ (10.1007/s11042-016-
3651-4) proposes a method which shows connectivity, between a user and another as a numerical
value, by using recorded data of SMS/MMS, call applications, contact information, and stored time
information. Authors use the normalization database to efficiently utilize various application data.

These papers cover a wide range of future information and communication security in
multimedia applications, thereby appealing to both the experts in the field as well as to those
who wish a snapshot of the newest breadth of related research.
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